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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the Lighthouse Baptist Church in 1 
Santa Maria, CA—and your brain masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 2 
The moon's last lap around the earth concluding earth's current trip around the sun 3 
began today — Happy December! We are all thinking about Christmas, right?  4 
The Dove and I completed our first vacation in I don't know how long it's been — had a 5 
great time together and we are glad to be home!  6 
Okay, let's see what's going on! Voter Fraud is deciding some elections, but they failed to 7 
pull it off in Mississippi — and the Florida voter fraud machine, it appears, is finally 8 
getting shut down, for now. No news yet on getting voter fraud under control in 9 
California! 10 
Trump wont meet with Putin during the G20 meet in Buenos Aires yesterday — right, 11 
Nov. 30th. Reason? Russia has not returned the soldiers and the ships taken during their 12 
invasion of the Ukraine. 13 
The money Sarsour raised for Pittsburgh Synagogue shooting victims — wasn't that a 14 
nice gesture? A Muslim raising money to minister to the victims of a white supremacist, 15 
Jew hating, Nazi loving radical. Well, the money went to an Islamic Center with terrorist 16 
ties — so! From one Jew hater to another! Oh well! 17 
The hypocrisy on the left continues to plumb new depths of depravity — wow! 18 
Remember Hillary's private server where her Chinese friends were able to capture her 19 
email correspondence — and it has been proved some of these were considered classified 20 
communications — and remember how we strained to hear a peep of protest from the 21 
Left about this but all we got were crickets? Ivanka used her private email for 22 
correspondence during her transition into service for non-classified communications and 23 
the left is going bananas — no kidding! They are pressing for a full investigation into 24 
Ivanka for using her private email to conduct communications during her transition into 25 
government service. It's amazing! 26 
And then, there's the View ranting about Trump gassing children, and the latest on 27 
Mueller's efforts to trip Trump — but, before I get into that — I think I'll speak to this 28 
discussion about gassing the children at our border, and then in segment two I want to go 29 
over some things Bongino brought out in his newest book, Spygate; it's really a 30 
vindication of almost everything we already suspected about the Mueller investigation 31 
and more, much more — so, get ready for your brain massage. 32 
[TRUTH] 33 
Speaking to the issue of Trump gassing children (as you know, tear gas was been used to 34 
disperse crowds attempting to cross our border after being told to halt, and after they 35 
began to throw rocks at US Border Agents; so instead of killing them, they use tear gas to 36 
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disperse them) and when Sunny Hostin on The View is told this was done repeatedly 37 
under the Obama Administration, she flips out.1 Whoopi, it appears, was at least honest 38 
about it, and cited a National Review article reporting Obama's administration tear gassed 39 
illegal immigrants crossing the border and did it repeatedly — Joy Behar was incredulous 40 
and wondered why there was no picture of this going on while Obama was in office — 41 
good question! McCain added, "Homeland Security data does validate that it happened 42 
multiple times, more than once a month, during the Obama years."2 Abby Huntsman 43 
brought out that in fact over a period of four months, HHS (Health And Human 44 
Services) placed unaccompanied children into the hands of traffickers, who forced them 45 
to work on egg farms — and that this led to a federal and criminal indictment. She 46 
admitted, "These are things we don't talk about."3 Well, at about this point in the confab 47 
Hostin had heard enough — she blurted: "The last I checked President Obama is no 48 
longer in office. Trump in in office!" And Behar jumped in, "And he's destroying the 49 
country!" And Hostin continued: "I don't care what Obama did!" "I care about what 50 
Trump is doing right here right now!" 51 
And that, my friend, is that! But you know what, I must say, I'm encouraged, at least a 52 
little, that a few on The View seem to be able to get the point — Whoopi was willing to 53 
bring up the National Review article, and Abby did admit, "we don't talk about that" — 54 
that is, we don't talk about what Obama did. 55 
So tender eyed and softheaded Hathaway lamented, "My country gassed children"4 — it's 56 
unbelievable! (Of course, she means the government of this country authorized the use of 57 
tear gas to disperse men, women, and children, who were attempting to cross our border 58 
illegally.) 59 
Ms. Hathaway, your government was gassing children repeatedly during the Obama 60 
administration — Ms. Hathaway, your government turned children over to human 61 
traffickers during the Obama administration — Ms. Hathaway, your government sold 62 
guns to drug Cartel murderers who used them to kill a border patrol agent — fast and 63 
furious — Ms. Hathaway, your government, under Obama, was arranging for Russia to 64 
get its hands on our uranium in the full knowledge that Russia was using it to help the 65 
Iranians develop their nuclear program — Ms. Hathaway, why are you so moved by the 66 
fact that our government used tear gas (TEAR GAS, folks — painful, unpleasant, an 67 
effective irritant and deterrent to be sure — BUT NOT FATAL), and used it to disperse a 68 
gang of migrants throwing rocks at border patrol officers, but none of these other far 69 
more egregious offenses have bothered you about "your country." 70 
Ms. Hathaway, your government has sanctioned the murder of more than 50 million 71 
babies since 1973.  72 

                                     
1 https://greatamericanpolitics.com/2018/11/liberal-sunny-hostin-explodes-after-learning-what-obama-did-to-migrants-but-its-not-
what-you-think/ 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/anne-hathaway-says-my-country-gassed-children-in-social-post-against-donald-trumps-
use-of-tear-gas-at-border 
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Look, these foolish mothers who drag their children into harms way in this way, these 73 
foolish, thoughtless fathers and mothers who would expose their children to this — they 74 
are the ones responsible. 75 
"My country gassed children"? Really! Trump sent repeated warnings that these migrants 76 
were not going to be allowed to push their way into our country illegally — some of them 77 
are right now demanding that the US speed up the Asylum process — yeah, that's the 78 
quality of the people trying to bust in right now! — Oh, and 1/3 of them have diseases 79 
ranging from head lice to TB and HIV.5 Oh, and they have caught some MS-13 gang 80 
members trying to break in with the crowd.6 81 
Oh, and as for SIAs (special interest aliens) aka terrorist connected thugs being embedded 82 
in the horde coming to our borders — 15 terrorists have been caught trying to illegally 83 
cross our borders since 2001.7 As lately at 2017, one from ISIS, caught in Canada, a guy 84 
named Abdullah Sharif; Ibrahim Qoordheen, from Somalia, caught in Costa Rica; March, 85 
2017; believed to be part of Al-Shabaab terrorist organization some Taliban, some from 86 
the Tamil Tigers, from Harkat-ul-Jihad-al-Islami Bangladesh — and even though so 87 
many liberals these days refuse to allow us to think logically, reasonably, to use common 88 
sense — the fact is these terrorists organizations are not stupid and this horde gathering 89 
to cross our border is a perfect opportunity for them to sneak some operatives in — and 90 
we would be fools indeed if we did not concern ourselves with that very real possibility. 91 
How many are embedded in the hoard, we don't know. But Hathaway is concerned about 92 
use of what she called "monstrous force" — tear gas, monstrous force? Wow! 93 
But Hathaway, and Behar, and Hostin, will be pleased to know that our CA attorney 94 
general wants to restrict use of any force at the border. I wonder how much force he is 95 
willing should be used to enforce that? 96 
Well, well, well! The schools, some of them, are deciding they do need to do something to 97 
protect against these school shooters — one school is distributing hockey pucks to 98 
teachers and students that they can throw at a shooter — another one is distributing small 99 
bats to teachers and other school personnel8 — don't misunderstand, I applaud these 100 
efforts. I'm just trying to get my head around how this works. Isn't this something rather 101 
like bringing a knife to a gunfight? 102 
And, can't a hockey puck do some serious damage. Right! And a bat, can't a defense bat 103 
do some serious damage on the cranium of an assaulter, or a fellow student — I mean, if a 104 
mean kid gets hold of one of these defensive hockey pucks, can't he put some serious hurt 105 
on someone, or the bat? So, the idea is to provide a way to discourage an attacker by 106 
means that have at least a high probability of being non-lethal — sort of like using tear gas 107 
to disperse a mob rather than slaughter them with 30, 40, or .223/5.56 caliber bullets. 108 

                                     
5 https://greatamericanpolitics.com/2018/11/new-report-reveals-disturbing-fact-about-health-problems-in-migrant-caravan/ 
6 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6320371/Ex-member-MS-13-says-Trump-RIGHT-knows-nearly-dozen-gangsters-hiding-
caravan.html SEE ALSO: https://nypost.com/2018/11/28/ms-13-gang-member-caught-traveling-with-migrant-caravan-border-patrol/ 
7 Center For Immigration Studies: https://cis.org/Report/Have-Terrorists-Crossed-Our-Border 
8 https://www.cnn.com/2018/11/28/us/hockey-pucks-oakland-university-trnd/index.html 
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Now, Joy Behar, and Hostin will certainly accuse me of comparing school shooters with 109 
mothers trying to cross our borders with their children illegally — and so totally miss the 110 
point! 111 
The point is, liberals are not willing to provide our teachers with the capacity to use lethal 112 
force to protect our children from school shooters, but will provide them with means that 113 
have a high probability of being non-lethal — a compromise that they hope will mitigate 114 
the threat to our children — but if the government, responding to a violent mob, uses tear 115 
gas, plainly in order to avoid using lethal force, then Trump is a monster — but who is 116 
the monster? 117 
The monster that refuses to provide adequate protection from school shooters for our 118 
own kids, or the monster that compassionately attempts to stop intruders from entering 119 
our country illegally, especially when we have a reasonable expectation they are not nice 120 
people, evidenced by the fact that they were throwing rocks at officers, by use of non-121 
lethal force? It's confusing how liberals these days think. Hold on — I'll be right back! 122 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor at the Lighthouse, 123 
your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern lighter, lighting the lamps in the church 124 
belfry arch, signaling the enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 125 
liberty. 126 
Corsi has filled a complaint against the FBI for prosecutorial misconduct.9 As you know, 127 
Mueller's witch-hunt is destroying a lot of lives — like all witch-hunts, a lot of people get 128 
burned that aren't. 129 
Dan Bongino is a former FBI agent who has become an outspoken advocate for truth, 130 
justice, and the American way! He debunks liberal lies, like a boss. Dove feeds me tweets 131 
from Bongino from time to time and I have consistently found them to be insightful, and 132 
spot on! Anyway, I listened to a speech he gave explaining what's really going on with the 133 
Mueller investigation10 and among the many things I found informative and insightful 134 
and intriguing are these: first, he confirms with documentation everything, well, virtually 135 
everything, I have been saying about the Mueller investigation right from the start. I have 136 
always believed it was intended to distract from the crimes of Hillary and Obama, and 137 
Bongino has put together evidence that shows this is exactly what it's all about; second, it's 138 
coming from the perspective of someone who has worked within the FBI; and third, he 139 
uses MSM sources to support his conclusions — which is like using the confessions of the 140 
perpetrator's accomplices. Also, he is not restating what most of us in the conservative 141 
media have been saying about this right along — he has assembled the evidence 142 
supporting his case from primary sources. So, what I want to do for my audience is offer a 143 
synopsis of that case. Hopefully, you will want to go buy his book and look at all of this 144 
more fully. It's called Spygate! 145 

                                     
9 Tweet: Jerome R. Corsi, Ph.D. (@jerome_corsi) 11/28/18, 12:01 PM 
10 https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/11/25/dan_bongino_on_spygate_obama_mueller__the_biggest_spy_ 
scandal_in_american_history.html 
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I'm not merely repeating Bongino's speech — I'm simply using the speech as a primary 146 
resource among many others. 147 
Let's begin with Nixon — why will be clear as we proceed. Nixon fired the special 148 
prosecutor investigating Watergate when that prosecutor, Archibald Cox, demanded 149 
release of Nixon's White House tapes. Nixon could not find anyone to fire the guy; all 150 
who were in a position to do so resigned rather than comply, finally, Robert Bork, then 151 
the Solicitor General who was acting head of the Justice Department, obliged Nixon, and 152 
fired Archibald Cox, the special prosecutor investigating Watergate. Nixon was pressured 153 
to allow another special prosecutor to be appointed, who succeeded to secure a subpoena 154 
demanding release of Nixon's White House tape recordings at the Supreme Court, this 155 
followed by discovery of the missing eighteen and one half minutes, along with John 156 
Dean's testimony, all led to Nixon's resignation — Hillary Clinton was a young lawyer 157 
who helped with the Watergate investigation. But what, really, was Watergate all about? 158 
Watergate was about President Nixon's alleged involvement in a break in that occurred at 159 
the DNC headquarters then maintained at the now famous Watergate complex in the 160 
Foggy Bottom neighborhood of DC. The burglars were attempting to do some 161 
"opposition" research against Nixon's political enemies — and it involved use of campaign 162 
money to pay for this opposition research — they were trying to, ready for this, bug the 163 
office of the DNC chairman— his name was O'Brien. They were caught trying to 164 
photograph documents in O'Brien's office — so that's enough for now. You get the idea 165 
and see the relationship. 166 
Nixon finally went down not because anyone was able to actually prove he ordered the 167 
break in, or even knew about it before hand, but because he got tangled up in the effort to 168 
cover it up. 169 
Fast forward to 2016. The DNC tried to illegally use the expansive NSA database to do 170 
opposition research on Trump, but got caught, decided to obtain a legal warrant to tap 171 
Trump Tower, it backfired, Trump got elected, and then they went into panic mode. They 172 
organized an effort to keep the truth about their misdeeds from ever coming out into the 173 
light by a massive diversion — all eyes were diverted to a bogus charge that Trump 174 
colluded with Russia — and with the media's complicity, so far, this has been successful.  175 
Here we go. 176 
First, the Obama Administration had already weaponized the government against 177 
American citizens. Remember the IRS scandal, where Obamabots targeted conservative 178 
groups to slow walk or deny their application for tax-exempt status based on political 179 
profiling — conservatives were targeted. Then there was the Jim Rosen of Fox News 180 
scandal where the government was weaponized against a journalist Obama did not like, 181 
then there was the AP Phone records scandal where Obama's Justice Department seized 182 
phone records of journalists for AP without prior notification and contrary to the 183 
Constitutional rights of the journalists. So, Obama had already weaponized the 184 
government against private citizens and had grown accustomed to getting away with it. 185 
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Next: NSA has a massive database that probably has more information about you than 186 
you mother has. 187 
It collects more than 29 million gigabytes of information about American citizens every 188 
day.11 189 
It's supposed to be used only for national security concerns — specifically, to protect the 190 
country from another 9/11 — the parameters for access to this database are supposed to 191 
be very strict. According to the NSA "The government cannot conduct substantive 192 
queries of the bulk records for any purpose other than counter-terrorism."12 But we know 193 
that has not been the practice.  194 
In fact, a little something you probably have not heard about, and this is directly from the 195 
NSA.gov site — "On May 23, 2018, NSA began deleting all call detail records (CDRs) 196 
acquired since 2015 under Title V of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) … 197 
NSA is deleting the CDRs because several months ago NSA analysts noted technical 198 
irregularities in some data received from telecommunications service providers. These 199 
irregularities also resulted in the production to NSA of some CDRs that NSA was not 200 
authorized to receive."13 2015 is when the Obama team was busy trying to use the NSA 201 
database to do opposition research on the Trump campaign, which takes us to the next 202 
point. 203 
Next: using private contractors, the FBI conducted NSA database searches to collect intel 204 
on Obama's political opponents. But a good guy at NSA noticed, a man named Mike 205 
Rodgers: he noticed that someone was taping into the NSA database making what he 206 
discerned were political queries. In other words, making queries that had nothing to do 207 
with national security, but that would be of political interest to certain, shall we say, 208 
interested parties, parties such as the Hillary campaign.  209 
A FISA court produced a report on these ABOUT queries (searches that gather 210 
information about this or that subject). On page 80 of that report,14 which I have perused, 211 
it was revealed that private contractors working with the FBI were spying on US citizens 212 
using this NSA database. 213 
Once it was discovered private contractors were accessing the NSA database working with 214 
the FBI doing political opponent research, they adjusted their tactics. They, and by they I 215 
mean Obama's operatives working inside the government to facilitate Hillary's election — 216 
people like Obama's counsel, and his operatives in the Department of Justice, and the FBI 217 
— Comey, Stryzok, Rosenstein, and others. Mueller comes into play later.  218 
And by tactical adjustment, I mean they decided if they can't spy on Trump outside the 219 
law, they would do it within the law. (The reason it's preferable to do it outside the law is 220 

                                     
11 https://www.zdnet.com/article/nsa-hunger-demands-29-petabytes-of-data-a-day/ 
12 https://www.zdnet.com/article/nsa-hunger-demands-29-petabytes-of-data-a-day/ 
13 https://search.usa.gov/search?affiliate=nsa_css&query=access%20 
14 United States Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, Washington, D.C., Memorandum Opinion And Order, filed United State 
Foreign Surveillance Court, APR 26 2017, LeeAnn Flynn Hall, Clerk of Court. (On file: 703.FISA Report On NonCompliance with 
minimal redaction.) 
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that you can better control who knows about it, and more easily hide it from scrutiny, and 221 
avoid leaving a paper trail.) But, what are you going to do when you have people like 222 
Mike Rodgers buggering up your plot.  223 
And, besides, Hillary is going to win, so none of this will see the light of day anyway. To 224 
work up a case to get a FISA warrant to legally tap Trump tower and access the NSA 225 
database, they needed to establish a plausible case that Trump or his associates were in 226 
collusion with Russia — a foreign power — in activity subversive to the interests of 227 
America. 228 
With a FISA court approved warrant, Hillary's team could gather Intel on Trump, his 229 
associates, and on anyone two steps removed from each of those persons — something 230 
called the two hop rule.  231 
Remember these people are arrogant, they totally assumed their party, via Hillary, would 232 
win the election so they assumed they had total political cover for any of their actions, 233 
they operated in an environment where using government to attack political opponents 234 
was established practice in the Obama Administration, and add to this that their plan A 235 
had been disrupted, and they are scrambling to adjust, this is being done on the fly. 236 
Which is why it got sloppy, and they made critical mistakes. 237 
They needed to present to a FISA court judge a plausible argument that Trump and/or his 238 
team, were working on behalf of a foreign power in violation of at least one US law. But, 239 
of course, they had nothing on which to build such a case. 240 
Hillary's opposition research team was Fusion-GPS. Glen Simpson, co-founder of GPS 241 
Fusion, had written an article back in 2007 detailing how Russians manipulated American 242 
politicians. The article was titled How Lobbyists Help Ex-Soviets Woo Washington.15 It was 243 
published in the Wall Street Journal. 244 
Now, read that article side by side with the now infamously named Trump Dossier — it's 245 
obvious that whoever wrote the dossier used the article written by the co-founder of 246 
Fusion-GPS, the organization Hillary hired to do opposition research on Trump, and 247 
simply inserted Trump's name into the article. It's virtually identical. The only difference 248 
is that Trump's name was written in. (By the way, Mary Jacoby, wife of Fusion-GPS 249 
cofounder, was meeting with Obama during the time this dossier was being created.)  250 
Now, how do we get this dossier into the hands of the FBI so they can use it to secure 251 
"legal" surveillance warrants to spy on Trump and his campaign? Enter Christopher 252 
Steele. 253 
Someone remembered this buy, Christopher Steele, a former British agent who worked in 254 
Russia that the FBI had used in the past. The Dossier could not come to the FBI from 255 
Fusion-GPS, that would not do. They decided to have the dossier come from Russia — 256 
who better to arrange that than a former British spy who worked in Russia? 257 

                                     
15 Wall Street Journal https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB117674837248471543 
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So Steele comes up with the Dossier supposedly from his "sources" in Russia and provides 258 
this to the FBI because he was concerned about the implications involving a candidate for 259 
the Presidency of the U.S. That and something  260 
The Dossier was used to obtain a FISA court warrant to tap Trump Tower, and to begin 261 
aggressively investigating Trump for Russian collusion. However, they knew that was not 262 
true — their real purpose was to get warrants to tap Trump tower and conduct 263 
surveillance on him and his campaign team in hopes to get other damning information 264 
they could use, or find ways to support the Dossier — that is, find some connection 265 
between Trump and Russia that they could exploit to buttress their made up story. 266 
Nothing was forthcoming — so a copy of the Dossier happens to land on McCain's desk, 267 
and it gets leaked to the press. Phony baloney Comey — oh yeah! 268 
In their effort to make some connection between Russia and the Trump campaign, they 269 
destroyed some perfectly innocent people, and sidelined some others — such as Flynn, an 270 
example of personal destruction politics, and Sessions, an example of sidelining threats. 271 
But someone at Fusion-GPS used the NSA database to do research on Trump's team 272 
looking for any connection between it and Russia and found a Michael Cohen who had 273 
traveled to Prague, and decided to use that as a way to establish a Trump Campaign-274 
Russia connection. It backfired when it was discovered they got the wrong Michael 275 
Cohen — Michael Cohen's passport shows he never went to Prague. (Update: However, 276 
they have threatened to ruin him like they have four others, and beat him into submission 277 
— I understand Cohen has copped a plea deal with Mueller and confessed he lied about 278 
some irrelevant issues that were politically motivated, but things that in fact were not 279 
illegal. Trump has explained this — he is a businessman and continued doing his business 280 
during his campaign until it became apparent that he was going to win. That he was 281 
considering a building project in Russia is not surprising.) 282 
But anyway, back to the timeline here. They violated law by using the NSA database 283 
illegally to do opposition research on Trump and his campaign, they got caught, changed 284 
their tactic; the Hillary campaign hired Fusion-GPS to get this phony dossier put together 285 
from a research paper the co-founder of Fusion had written ten years earlier, they put 286 
Trumps name in it, hired Christopher Steele to pretend he wrote it and delivered it to the 287 
FBI, who then used it to get a warrant to tap Trump Tower and spy on his team. However 288 
they were not getting any actionable Intel so they provided the Dossier to McCain and 289 
leaked it to the press hoping to damage Trump politically with it, then this all comes 290 
crashing down when Trump actually wins the Presidency. Oh no! Now what? All of this is 291 
going to get exposed and heads will roll. 292 
So now they move into cover up mode. Brennen has a melt down, the left goes totally out 293 
of their minds, and Mueller is called in to take care of clean up. Bob Mueller is assigned 294 
the task of keeping the heat on Trump and off of Obama, Hillary, and those politically 295 
connected to them. 296 
From here Bongino shows the curious connections between all the players right now, 297 
Obama's counsel, Katherine Rumbler, the connections between her and Mueller, and 298 
Rosenstein, and — well, let's put it this way. Virtually everyone on the Mueller team 299 
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prosecuting Trump are on record as Hillary supporters and Trump haters — but let 300 
Trump assign Whitaker to hold Sessions office until he makes an appointment, and since 301 
Whitaker is on record as a Trump supporter, all of these howlers cry to their moon god in 302 
protest. 303 
Bongino also shows the relationship between all of this and a concern that a Trump 304 
presidency might not only expose all their criminal misdeeds in the election, but that 305 
other things might come out, like the fact that Obama's administration was knowingly 306 
providing uranium to Russia while Russia was assisting Iran in going nuclear. Stuff like 307 
the fact that an FBI paid informant admitted we, that is the US, were giving Uranium to 308 
Russia while the Russians were facilitating building the Iran nuclear program. Can 309 
anyone spell treason? It does have an odd spelling — it goes like this, O B A M A H I L L 310 
A R Y. 311 
I have warned you to pray earnestly, I mean in prayer and fasting, with sackcloth, 312 
repenting before GOD like Daniel did in Daniel 9, and pray for our troubled nation as he 313 
prayed for his. The spiritual warfare right now is so intense — we must break through. I'll 314 
speak to this in my Issachar report Sunday night at 6 pm. 315 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me know if you see them. 316 
It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE ON and you will ride like Revere and spread 317 
the warning, (essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say LIGHTS 318 
OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and disagree strongly with me. So, what 319 
will it be today, lights on, or lights off? 320 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s brainmassage.net. Find the 321 
CONTACT button and send me an email. 322 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 323 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 324 


